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A Role for Dystroglycan
in Basement Membrane Assembly

likely to be important factors governing basement mem-
brane assembly, alone they do not easily explain how
this process occurs in vivo. Since basement membrane
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proteins are secreted and thus may diffuse into theDepartment of Neurology
extracellular milieu, mechanisms must be in place toThe University of Iowa College of Medicine
regulate local concentrations of basement membraneIowa City, Iowa 52242
proteins. Moreover, during development basement mem-
branes form specifically beneath epithelial cells, but in
some cases, their constituent proteins may be synthe-Summary
sized by either the epithelial or mesenchymal compart-
ments (Thomas and Dziadek, 1993; Ekblom et al., 1994).Basement membranes are composed of ordered arrays
Also, in Caenorhabditis elegans, type IV collagen assem-of characteristic extracellular matrix proteins, but little
bles on tissues that do not express it (Graham et al.,is known about the assembly of these structures in
1997). These spatial disparities between the sites ofvivo. We have investigated the function of dystrogly-
basement membrane protein synthesis and ultimate de-can, a cell-surface laminin receptor expressed by cells
position argue strongly that basement membrane as-contacting basement membranes in developing and
sembly is mediated by cell-surface receptors.adult tissues. We find that dystroglycan is required for

We have been studying dystroglycan (DG), a cell-sur-the formation of a basement membrane in embryoid
face laminin receptor. DG was first biochemically iso-bodies. Our results further indicate that dystroglycan–
lated from, and characterized in, skeletal muscle wherelaminin interactions are prerequisite for the deposition
it is a central component of the dystrophin–glycoproteinof other basement membrane proteins. Dystroglycan
complex (Ervasti et al., 1990). Within this complex, themay exert its influence on basement membrane as-
a and b subunits of DG form, respectively, a molecularsembly by binding soluble laminin and organizing it
linkage between laminin-2, in the muscle basementon the cell surface. These data establish a role for
membrane, and dystrophin, which associates with thedystroglycan in the assembly of basement membranes
actin cytoskeleton (Ervasti and Campbell, 1993). a-DGand suggest fundamental mechanisms underlying this
binds to the carboxy-terminal G domains on the lamininprocess.
a1 chain (Gee et al., 1993). These domains are present
and relatively well conserved in all five known laminin

Introduction
a chains, and thus DG has a potential binding site on
all known laminin heterotrimers. Furthermore, DG binds

Basement membranes, or basal laminae, are specialized G domain–like sequences in other extracellular matrix
extracellular matrices that are fundamental elements of molecules like agrin (Gesemann et al., 1996) and possi-
metazoan tissues. They are composed, in part, of a bly perlecan (Peng et al., 1998). DG is expressed in many
characteristic set of large extracellular glycoproteins— developing and adult nonmuscle tissues, typically in cell
laminins, entactin/nidogen, perlecan, and type IV colla- types that adjoin basement membranes, such as epithe-
gen (for review, Timpl and Brown, 1996)—which lie in lial and neural tissue (Matsumura et al., 1993; Durbeej
direct contact with cell surfaces. These molecules are et al., 1998). Earlier work has shown that DG is involved
typically arranged in an ordered fashion, exhibiting an in kidney epithelial morphogenesis (Durbeej et al., 1995).
analogous, though not identical, sheet-like ultrastruc- As a part of our continuing efforts to understand DG
ture in tissues (Vracko, 1974). The diverse and dynamic function, we disrupted its gene in the mouse (Williamson
physiological roles of basement membranes are deter- et al., 1997). DG-null embryos failed to progress beyond
mined by the nature of their molecular constituents, their the early egg cylinder stage of development and were
architecture, and cellular interactions with these ele- characterized by structural and functional perturbations
ments (see references in Yurchenco, 1994; Ekblom et of Reichert’s membrane, one of the earliest basement
al., 1996; Timpl and Brown, 1996). A number of basement membranes that form in the rodent embryo. These data
membrane proteins interact with one another. Most no- indicated that DG is necessary for the development of
tably, at least some isoforms of type IV collagen (Yur- Reichert’s membrane and suggested that it might gener-
chenco and Furthmayr, 1984) and laminin (Yurchenco ally be important for the assembly of basement mem-
et al., 1985; Cheng et al., 1997) can self-assemble into branes.
lattice-like polymeric networks in physiological buffers, Here, we have further characterized the function of DG
which resemble laminin and type IV collagen matrices using a genetic approach. In DG-null embryoid bodies,
in vivo (for review, Yurchenco, 1994). Entactin/nidogen there was a dramatic and severe disruption of the promi-
is able to link laminin-1 and type IV collagen into a ternary nent subendodermal basement membrane as demon-
complex (Fox et al., 1991), and perlecan binds to entac- strated by light and electron microscopy analyses. Fur-
tin/nidogen and laminin (Battaglia et al., 1992). ther evidence that DG promotes the assembly of a

Although interactions among these key proteins are laminin matrix comes from the analysis of embryonic
stem (ES) cells where it is required for the deposition of
laminin on their surfaces. Finally, the mutant phenotypes* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: Kevin-

campbell@uiowa.edu). observed in both the DG-null embryoid bodies and ES
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Figure 1. Generation of DG2/2 ES Cells and Embryoid Bodies

(A) Schematic map of the wild-type (Dag11) and DG-null mutant (Dag1neo2) alleles and the predicted fragment sizes from each after HindIII
digestion. E, EcoRI; H, HindIII; S, SalI. (B) Representative Southern blot analysis of HindIII-digested DNA from wild-type (1/1), heterozygous
(1/2), and homozygous-null (2/2) mutant ES cell lines showing loss of the 8.2 kb wild-type fragment in a DG2/2 cell line. Western blot analysis
of ES cell (C) and embryoid body (D) extracts probed for b-DG, and embryoid body extracts probed for laminin a1 (E). MW standards are
indicated at the left of each blot. a-DG is localized to the outer endodermal layer (denoted by “E”) in wild-type (F), but not DG2/2 embryoid
bodies (G). Bar, 50 mm.

cells are rescued by restoration of DG expression. Taken DG2/2 embryoid bodies (Figure 1G). DG2/2 ES cells gen-
erated embryoid bodies that possessed several charac-together, these results demonstrate that DG is neces-

sary for the formation of a basement membrane and that teristic features, including an outer layer of differentiated
endoderm and spontaneously contracting cardiomyo-it fulfills this role by, perhaps, nucleating the assembly of

a laminin matrix on the cell surface. cytes in their core (Doetschman et al., 1985). The overall
growth characteristics of DG2/2 embryoid bodies were
similar to wild-type and DG1/2 controls. The gross mor-Results
phology and histology of DG2/2 embryoid bodies were
essentially indistinguishable from controls (Figures 2A–Generation of Dystroglycan-Null Embryonic
2D). A similar proportion (z1%) of control and DG2/2Stem Cells and Embryoid Bodies
embryoid bodies formed large fluid-filled cysts (FiguresIn an effort to explore further the biological role of DG,
2C and 2D), consistent with the presence of differenti-we generated DG-null (DG2/2) ES cells from existing
ated visceral endoderm. Occasionally, we noted that theheterozygous (DG1/2) ES clones (Williamson et al.,
endodermal layer was separated from the underlying1997). Figure 1 shows the gene disruption strategy and
cells (see Figure 2C for example). Although this wascharacterization of mutant ES cell lines. Despite the fact
observed in embryoid bodies regardless of genotype,that DG is expressed in ES cells, we have observed no
we noted it more frequently in DG2/2 embryoid bodiesovert differences in the growth characteristics or cell
(see Figure 3K for example). Finally, DG2/2 embryoidmorphology of undifferentiated DG2/2 ES cell lines (data
bodies generated spontaneously contracting cardiomy-not shown). With these cells, we generated embryoid
ocytes, visually apparent as rhythmically beating em-bodies from DG2/2 and control ES cell lines. DG was
bryoid bodies, in comparable proportions (z30%) andexpressed by the outer layer of endoderm (Figures 1D
kinetics (by 8 days in culture) as wild-type and DG1/2and 1F) and in cardiomyocytes that develop within the
controls. Consistent with these observations, we de-core of the control embryoid bodies (see Figure 2F for

example), but, as expected, it was not expressed in tected molecular markers for endoderm (Figures 2E and
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Figure 2. Morphology and Histology of Wild-Type and DG2/2 Embryoid Bodies

(A and B) Hoffman modulated contrast images of wild-type and DG2/2 10-day-old embryoid bodies.
(C and D) Periodic acid-Schiff stained sections from cystic 10-day-old embryoid bodies. Endoderm is indicated by “E”.
(E and F) Double-label immunofluorescence analysis of a-DG (green) and Pem (red).
(G and H) Double-label immunofluorescence analysis of b-DG (red) and cardiac tropomyosin (green). Dotted line in (H) indicates the margin
of the embryoid body. Note also that a-DG (E) and b-DG (F) yield identical staining patterns in the endoderm and cardiomyocytes of embryoid
bodies. Bars: (C), 100 mm for (C) and (D); (E), 10 mm for (E) and (F); (G), 50 mm for (G) and (H).

2F) and cardiomyocytes (Figures 2G and 2H) in both with DG on the basal surfaces of endodermal cells,
showing a typical sheet-like basement membrane pat-control and DG2/2 embryoid bodies. Therefore, DG2/2

ES cells are able to generate embryoid bodies con- tern (Figures 3A–3H). Other laminin a1 immunoreactivity
was detected in the core of the embryoid bodies astaining functionally differentiated endoderm and cardio-

myocytes—the two cell types in which DG is expressed small, irregular patches, appearing inside and outside
of cells, but DG was not colocalized with this patchyin embryoid bodies.
laminin staining except where it overlapped with cardio-
myocytes. In marked contrast, the subendodermalBasement Membrane Disruption in

Dystroglycan-Null Embryoid Bodies basement membrane staining pattern of laminin a1 was
grossly disrupted in DG2/2 embryoid bodies, insteadAlthough certain aspects of embryoid body develop-

ment appeared normal without DG expression, given only appearing as the patchy deposits described above
(Figures 3I–3L). In a minority of DG2/2 embryoid bodies,our previous results with DG2/2 mutant mouse embryos,

we looked more closely at the elaboration of a particular we could detect subendodermal staining of laminin a1
similar to control cultures; however, the ultrastructuralbasement membrane in the mutant embryoid bodies.

Typically, embryoid bodies develop a basement mem- analysis described below indicates that this is not or-
ganized into a basement membrane structure. Similarbrane subjacent to the outer layer of endoderm (Martin

et al., 1977; Doetschman et al., 1985). Well-formed endo- results were obtained using antisera reacting with the
laminin b1 and g1 chains, arguing that the laminin a1–dermal layers comprise a morphologically distinct fea-

ture of embryoid bodies in cross section (Figures 3C, 3G, specific antibody detected the entire laminin-1 hetero-
trimer (data not shown). Interestingly, the disruption ofand 3K). We examined the subendodermal basement

membrane in DG2/2 and control embryoid bodies by basement membrane molecules in DG2/2 embryoid bod-
ies extended beyond DG’s direct binding partner lami-immunostaining with antibodies directed against vari-

ous basement membrane proteins. In control embryoid nin-1. In wild-type and DG1/2 embryoid bodies, type IV
collagen and perlecan localized to the subendodermalbodies (wild-type and DG1/2), laminin a1 is colocalized
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Figure 3. Disruption of Laminin-1 Localization in DG2/2 Embryoid Bodies

Sections of wild-type, DG1/2, and DG2/2 10-day-old embryoid bodies stained with antibodies specific for a-DG (aDG, green channel) and the
laminin a1 chain (LMa1, red channel) are shown. Paired single-channel fluorescence images are shown in (A), (B), (E), (F), (I), and (J).
Corresponding DIC images are shown in (C), (G), and (K). Boxed regions in the DIC images are shown at higher magnification as merged
images (D, H, and L), respectively. Endodermal layer (E) and its subjacent basement membrane (BM) are indicated. Arrows in (D), (H), and (L)
point to patches of laminin staining in the core of the embryoid bodies. Arrows in (E) indicate a-DG expression in association with cardiomyocytes
in the core of the embryoid bodies. Arrow in (K) denotes separation between the endodermal layer and underlying cells. We note that the
gain settings used to collect the images in (A), (B), and (D) were set lower to give comparable signal intensity to the heterozygote and DG-
null images. Bars: (A), 50 mm for (A)–(C), (E)–(G), and (I)–(K); (D), 10 mm for (D), (H), and (L).

basement membrane and patchy deposits in the cores Since DG1/2 and DG2/2 embryoid bodies exhibited com-
parable levels of laminin a1, the failure of basementlike laminin-1 (Figures 4A–4D). Similarly, the subendo-

dermal basement membrane localization of these mole- membrane formation in DG2/2 embryoid bodies cannot
be accounted for by reduced expression of laminin a1.cules was disrupted in DG2/2 embryoid bodies (Figures

4E and 4F). To confirm our immunofluorescence data Together, these results show that DG2/2 embryoid bod-
ies have a gross disruption in the localization pattern ofand demonstrate that failed basement membrane for-

mation in DG2/2 embryoid bodies was not a secondary several important basement membrane structural pro-
teins.consequence of a lack of expression of laminin-1, we

performed Western blot analysis. This demonstrated To examine this further, we analyzed ultrastructure in
the embryoid bodies by electron microscopy. Figurethat laminin a1 is expressed in DG2/2 embryoid bodies

(Figure 1E). The laminin a1 expression levels in the DG1/2 5 shows electron micrographs of endodermal cells in
control and DG2/2 embryoid bodies. At lower magnifica-and DG2/2 embryoid bodies were lower than the wild-

type control, but comparable to each other. The basis tions, microvilli can be seen protruding from the apical
surfaces of the endodermal cells (Figures 5A and 5E).for this difference in laminin expression between wild-

type and derivative embryoid bodies is not yet under- In other sections, we could see that tight junctions had
formed between endodermal cells in both control andstood. However, despite the difference in the steady-

state level of laminin a1 expression, DG1/2 embryoid DG2/2 embryoid bodies (data not shown). This indicates
that the endodermal cells are able to generate a polar-bodies elaborate well-defined subendodermal base-

ment membranes similar to wild-type embryoid bodies. ized morphology in the absence of DG. In extracellular
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Figure 4. Disruption of Type IV Collagen and
Perlecan in DG2/2 Embryoid Bodies

Sections of 10-day-old wild-type (A and B),
DG1/2 (C and D), and DG2/2 (E and F) em-
bryoid bodies stained for type IV collagen (A,
C, and E) and perlecan (B, D, and F). The
subendodermal basement membrane is seen
as the intensely stained curve running through
the field in (A)–(D). The asterisk indicates the
outside of the embryoid body.

spaces beneath the endodermal cell layer in control feature of the subendodermal compartment in DG2/2

embryoid bodies is that we observed punctate depositsembryoid bodies, we detected basement membranes
associated with the basal surfaces of the endodermal of electron-dense material that might represent aggre-

gated basement membrane proteins (Figure 4, whitecells (Figures 5B–5D). These basement membranes dis-
played the characteristic lamina lucida/lamina densa arrowheads). We did not detect subendodermal base-

ment membranes in any of the DG2/2 embryoid bodiesmorphology and ran parallel with the plasma membrane,
maintaining a relatively uniform distance from it. In some examined (n 5 24 from independent experiments). In

sum, the ultrastructural analysis revealed that DG2/2sections, we could see fibrillar collagen making contact
with the subendodermal basement membrane (data not endodermal cells exhibit a polarized morphology, but

do not form a basement membrane on their basal sur-shown). In contrast, inspection of the DG2/2 embryoid
bodies revealed that the subendodermal basement face, in agreement with our light microscopy findings.
membranes were completely absent (Figures 5F–5H).
Instead, the endodermal cells appeared to rest upon a
fibrous matrix (Figure 5, black arrowheads). A similar Dystroglycan Is Required for the Formation

of Laminin-1 Clusters on the Surfacefibrous matrix was detected underneath the basement
membrane of control embryoid bodies. However, in con- of Embryonic Stem Cells

The foregoing results demonstrated that DG is requiredtrol embryoid bodies, the basement membrane sepa-
rated the endodermal plasma membrane from the fibrous for the formation of the subendodermal basement mem-

brane in embryoid bodies, and they suggested that DG–matrix, whereas in DG2/2 mutant embryoid bodies, the
endodermal plasma membrane appeared to directly con- laminin interactions are critical for the deposition of

other basement membrane molecules. Thus, a DG–nect with the fibrous matrix (Figures 5F and 5G). Another
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Figure 5. Ultrastructural Analysis of Embryoid
Bodies

Electron micrographs of control (A–D) and
DG2/2 (E–H) embryoid bodies. (A) and (E) are
lower magnification images of an endodermal
cell on the surface of embryoid bodies show-
ing apical microvilli (Mv). Boxed regions of (A)
and (E) are shown at higher magnification in
(B) and (F), respectively. In spaces beneath
endodermal cells from control embryoid bod-
ies, we could detect basement membranes
(BM) running parallel to the plasma mem-
brane (PM), but not in DG2/2 embryoid bod-
ies. Two examples from separate DG1/2 (B
and C), one from a wild-type (D), and three
from separate DG2/2 (E–G) embryoid bodies
are shown. Black arrowheads indicate fibrous
matrix. White arrowheads in DG2/2 embryoid
bodies indicate putative aggregated base-
ment membrane molecules. For this analysis,
we examined 161/1, 191/2, and 242/2 em-
bryoid bodies from two independent experi-
ments. Nu, nucleus. Bars: (A), 1.25 mm for (A)
and (E); (B), 250 nm for (B)–(D) and (F)–(H).

laminin complex might be involved in nucleating base- scant amount of laminin-1 that is present in the cultures
is apparently derived from spontaneously differentiatedment membrane assembly. An important feature of a

cell-surface molecule involved in the initial formation of endodermal cells that are present at low frequency (data
not shown). Therefore, we added laminin-1 to the ESbasement membranes would seem to be that it could

interact with soluble matrix molecules, before they are cell cultures. After its addition to the culture medium,
laminin-1 was deposited in clusters, colocalized withassembled into an insoluble structure. To investigate

this idea further, we exploited the finding that DG is DG, on the surfaces of control ES cells, but not on DG2/2

ES cells (Figure 6). On control ES cells, these clustersexpressed in undifferentiated ES cells. In those cells,
DG is typically localized diffusely over the surface of the formed at laminin-1 concentrations far below the critical

concentration for laminin-1 self-assembly observed incells with some apparently concentrated localization at
sites of cell–cell contact (data not shown). Undifferenti- vitro (z100 nM; Yurchenco et al., 1985) and were rou-

tinely observed at concentrations of 1 nM, the lowestated ES cells express little, if any, laminin-1, and the
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Figure 6. DG Mediates the Formation of Laminin Clusters on the Surface of ES Cells

Staining for aDG and LMa1 on wild-type (A and B), DG1/2 (D and E), and DG2/2 (G and H) ES cells. Paired immunofluorescence images (aDG
and LMa1) were compiled from a 5 mm z-series extending from the dorsal-most surface of the ES cells in 0.5 mm steps. Staining for fibronectin
(FN) on wild-type (C), DG1/2 (F), and DG2/2 (I) ES cells. Bar, 10 mm.

concentration tested. At 7.5 nM laminin-1, we observed (Figure 6C, 6F, and 6I). The proportion of cells displaying
this pattern of staining was equivalent among the cul-only faint, punctate staining on the surface of DG2/2

cells (Figure 6H). This punctate staining was dependent tures, suggesting that the extent of fibronectin matrix
assembly is not affected in the absence of DG. Interest-on the addition of laminin-1 to the culture, but the major-

ity of it was of a fine particulate nature similar to that ingly, the fibronectin staining pattern was similar, though
not identical, to that of laminin-1, consistent with otherobserved on the surface of the culture dish and may

therefore represent aggregated laminin nonspecifically reports of the codistribution on these molecules on cell
surfaces (Hayman et al., 1981; Darribere et al., 1986).associated with the cell surface. We did not observe the

formation of laminin-1 clusters on DG2/2 ES cell lines
at 120 nM, the highest concentration of laminin-1 tested.
However, at this high concentration, large particles of Restoration of Dystroglycan Expression Rescues

Phenotypes in Dystroglycan-Null Embryoniclaminin-1 were detected over the surfaces of the cells
and on exposed regions of the culture dish in both con- Stem Cells and Embryoid Bodies

Our results are consistent with the conclusion that DG istrol and DG2/2 cultures (data not shown).
We tested whether DG2/2 ES cells have a general required for basement membrane formation in embryoid

bodies and laminin clustering on ES cells. However, todefect in extracellular matrix assembly on their surfaces
by examining the status of fibronectin. Fibronectin, ei- address the possibility that the observed phenotypes

were due to stable secondary changes in the DG2/2 ESther from the serum in the culture medium or produced
by the ES cells, was present in a fibrillar staining pattern cell lines rather than the primary loss of DG function,

we tested whether the phenotypes observed in DG2/2on the dorsal surfaces of control and DG2/2 ES cells
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Figure 7. Adenoviral-Mediated Rescue of Mutant Phenotypes in DG2/2 ES Cells and Embryoid Bodies

Adenoviral transfer of the lacZ gene to embryoid bodies (A). (B) Western blot analysis of extracts taken from DG adenovirus–infected and
uninfected DG2/2 ES cells and 10-day-old embryoid bodies. Lane 1, DG2/2 ES cells, uninfected; lane 2, DG2/2 ES cells, infected; lane 3, DG2/2

embryoid bodies, uninfected; lane 4, DG2/2 embryoid bodies, infected. (C and D, respectively) paired images of aDG and LMa1 staining in
DG adenovirus–infected DG2/2 ES cell culture. Paired images of aDG and LMa1 staining (E and F, respectively) and aDG and type IV collagen
(G and H, respectively) in DG adenovirus–infected 10-day-old embryoid body cultures. Arrowhead denotes the subendodermal basement
membrane that forms in embryoid bodies reexpressing DG. Note that surrounding embryoid bodies which do not show endodermal DG
expression do not have a basement membrane staining pattern (asterisk). Bars: (A), 50 mm; (C), 10 mm for (C) and (D); (E), 25 mm for (E)–(H).

ES cells and embryoid bodies could be rescued by res- ES cells with the DG adenovirus. By doing this, we were
able to restore DG expression in both DG2/2 ES cells andtoration of DG expression. To this end, we employed an

adenovirus carrying a rabbit DG cDNA. Because adeno- embryoid bodies (Figure 7B). After infection of DG2/2 ES
cells, we added laminin-1 to the culture medium andviruses have not been used extensively for gene transfer

in ES cells or embryoid bodies, we first tested the ability assayed laminin clustering. We identified cells express-
ing the viral construct by staining with an anti-DG anti-of our adenoviral vector to confer reporter gene expres-

sion in these systems. We could achieve nearly 100% body. In cells now expressing DG, we observed laminin
clusters colocalized with DG (Figures 7C and 7D). Simi-reporter gene transfer in ES cells with little apparent

cytotoxicity (data not shown). In embryoid bodies, we larly, when we infected embryoid bodies with the DG
adenovirus, we could identify those expressing DG byfound that the expression was often limited to the outer

endodermal layer, though not all embryoid bodies showed an immunofluorescence assay (Figures 7E and 7G). In
DG2/2 embryoid bodies showing renewed DG expres-expression of the reporter construct (Figure 7A). The

virus may be excluded from the core of the embryoid sion in the endodermal layer, we observed the typical
basement membrane colocalization of laminin-1 withbody by the endodermal layer, or those cells might be

more permissive to infection than others. This was fortu- DG (Figure 7F). When we examined type IV collagen
localization in DG adenovirus–infected embryoid bod-itous for our experiments because DG is normally ex-

pressed in endodermal cells. Next, we infected DG2/2 ies, we found that type IV collagen, too, was associated
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with DG-expressing cells in a basement membrane laminin present in mature basement membranes, these
DG–laminin complexes could be nascent structuresstaining pattern (Figure 7H). Control experiments utiliz-

ing an adenovirus carrying a green fluorescent protein formed during the basement membrane assembly pro-
cess. Alternatively, cell-surface laminin-1 clusters mightcDNA did not rescue, or alter, the mutant phenotypes

observed in DG2/2 ES cells and embryoid bodies (data form in the absence of other molecular interactions that
serve to stabilize a mature basement membrane struc-not shown).
ture. Supporting the former is the discontinuous distri-
bution of laminin at sites of basement membrane forma-

Discussion tion in developing tissues (Darribere et al., 1986; Form
et al., 1986). After the formation of nucleation sites, other

Cell-surface receptor-mediated mechanisms for base- basement membrane molecules may come together to
ment membrane assembly have at least three attractive establish the final structure reminiscent of other biologi-
features: (1) they can specify where and when basement cal assembly processes. We therefore suggest that DG–
membranes will form, explaining, in part, their rather laminin complexes may represent nucleation sites for
precise spatial and temporal development; (2) they basement membrane assembly.
could maintain high local concentrations of basement Recent studies indicate that laminin-binding members
membrane molecules near the surfaces of cells and thus of the b1 integrin family may be involved in basement
facilitate interactions among basement membrane pro- membrane assembly (Kreidberg et al., 1996; Bloch et
teins; and (3) they provide a direct means for the cell to al., 1997; DiPersio et al., 1997; Fleischmajer et al., 1998;
get feedback on the status of the assembly process. In Sasaki et al., 1998). In one example, loss of a3b1 integrin
addition to mediating the assembly of basement mem- function led to perturbations in the organization of the
branes, receptors for basement membrane molecules epidermal basement membrane (DiPersio et al., 1997).
may be involved in the maintenance and remodeling of, These defects were characterized by ultrastructural ab-
and cell signaling elicited by, basement membranes. normalities in (lateral and medial discontinuities) and cell
Although these ideas have been around for some time, detachment from basement membranes. Disorganized
sorting out which receptors are responsible for these basement membranes were also observed in teratomas
various functions is an ongoing process. Our results derived from b1 integrin–null ES cells (Sasaki et al.,
point toward an important role for DG in the assembly 1998). These phenotypes suggest that a3b1 and per-
of basement membranes. haps other members of the b1-integrin family are in-

DG-null embryoid bodies seem normal in certain re- volved in the assembly of basement membranes, but
spects, including expression of a stage-specific devel- their role(s) in this process is not yet clear (see discus-
opmental marker, elaboration of a polarized morphol- sion in DiPersio et al., 1997). By way of contrast, in the
ogy, and in the function of vectoral fluid transport; DG2/2 embryoid bodies we see a comparatively more
however, immunofluorescence and electron micros- severe basement membrane phenotype—no detectable
copy revealed that a basement membrane failed to form basement membrane. Considering that DG and integrins
beneath these cells. This demonstrates that DG is re- are coexpressed in many tissues that form basement
quired for the formation of the subendodermal basement membranes (Durbeej et al., 1998) and the phenotypes
membrane. We stress that despite their disorganization, described above, it is tempting to speculate that DG
at least some basement membrane proteins are still might act at a distinct, and perhaps earlier, step in base-
expressed in DG2/2 embryoid bodies, perhaps explain- ment membrane assembly than b1 integrins. Indeed,
ing why the mutant phenotype was not more severe. It DG and laminin-binding integrins interact with distinct
seems most probable that DG is involved in the base- domains of the laminin molecule, indicating that they
ment membrane assembly through its direct, high-affin- might collaborate in some way during the basement
ity interaction with laminin-1. In addition to laminin-1, membrane assembly process as has already been sug-
we found that the localization of perlecan and type IV gested for the involvement of these two receptors in
collagen was also disrupted in DG-null embryoid bodies. epithelial morphogenesis (Ekblom et al., 1996).
Although a direct interaction with DG (Peng et al., 1998) Although DG was required for the assembly of
might explain perlecan’s absence from the basement laminin-1 on the cell surface, it was not required for the
membrane, DG is not known to interact directly with assembly of fibronectin on the cell surface, consistent
type IV collagen. Therefore, the localization of some with integrin involvement in fibronectin matrix assembly
basement membrane proteins might depend on prior (Wennerberg et al., 1996 and references therein). It was
DG–laminin complex formation, extending studies that striking, however, that the surfaces of DG-null ES cells
have shown that laminin function is crucial for the depo- were devoid of any clustered laminin. This finding indi-
sition of other basement membrane components (Ka- cates that DG acts as a high-affinity laminin-1 receptor
doya et al., 1995; De Arcangelis et al., 1996). Therefore, in vivo, which complements existing data demonstrating
formation of a DG–laminin complex is likely to be an a direct, low nanomolar affinity interaction between sol-
early step in the formation of a basement membrane, uble laminin-1 and DG by blot overlay assays (Ibraghi-
perhaps even nucleating basement membrane assem- mov-Beskrovnaya et al., 1992; Gee et al., 1993) and by
bly. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that DG affinity coelectrophoresis (A. Lander and K. C., unpub-
is required for the organization of soluble laminin on the lished results). Apparently, other laminin receptors did
surfaces of ES cells. Although laminin-1 associated with not compensate for the loss of DG function. This sug-
DG on the surfaces of control ES cells does not superfi- gests several possibilities: (1) other laminin receptors

are not expressed in DG-null ES cells; (2) expressedcially resemble the smooth, continuous distribution of
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laminin receptors do not bind to soluble laminin-1 at the membrane in embryoid bodies; (2) loss of DG function
concentration range tested; or (3) other laminin recep- has consequences for basement membrane molecules
tors bind to laminin-1, but they are in low abundance with which it does not directly interact, indicating that
or do not cluster laminin in a way that is detectable by DG–laminin interactions are required for the deposition
immunofluorescence microscopy. We have begun to of other basement membrane molecules; and (3) DG is
investigate these possibilities. With regard to the first required for the formation of laminin clusters on the
possibility, it is likely that laminin-binding b1 integrins surfaces of ES cells, which may represent nucleation
are expressed in DG2/2 ES cells, as we can detect b1 structures for basement membrane assembly. DG’s
integrin and also, interestingly, we find that DG2/2 ES widespread expression in cells that are directly con-
cells adhere to laminin-coated substrata as well as con- tacting basement membranes suggests that it may gen-
trol ES cells (M. D. H. and C. Lebakken, unpublished erally be required for the formation of basement mem-
results). This implies that laminin-binding integrins or branes, but that remains to be tested. Finally, it will be
other laminin receptors, and not DG, may be supporting interesting to understand how this developmental role
cell adhesion to laminin, again suggesting divergent for DG relates to its functions in mature tissues like
functions between DG and other laminin receptors. skeletal muscle.

How might DG organize soluble laminin on the cell
surface? DG has been implicated in the clustering of

Experimental Procedures
some of its extracellular matrix ligands on the surfaces
of myotubes (Campanelli et al., 1994; Gee et al., 1994; Generation of Dystroglycan-Null ES Cells
Cohen et al., 1997; Montanaro et al., 1998; Peng et al., and Preparation of Embryoid Bodies

We isolated DG2/2 ES cells from two independently derived parental1998). However, DG’s role in those cells has been largely
DG1/2 ES cell clones TD354 and TD556 (Williamson et al., 1997) bythought of in the context of formation of the neuromus-
selection in high concentration of G418 (Mortensen et al., 1992) andcular junction. Here, we demonstrate DG’s involvement
retargeting with a hygromycin-selectable gene disruption constructin clustering laminin in a novel, nonmuscle context and
(Mortensen et al., 1991). DG2/2 ES cells derived from both strategies

tie its function to basement membrane assembly. There- yielded similar results. For simplicity, only those derived by the first
fore, DG’s function in developing muscle may more gen- method are described here. Cells lines were first passaged twice
erally be to promote basement membrane formation, a off of feeder layers in ES growth medium (GM) (DMEM-high glu-

cose, 1 20% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum [FBS, Hyclone],subset of which is the specialized basement membrane
2 mM L-glutamine [GIBCO BRL], 1 mM nonessential amino acidsthat exists at the neuromuscular synapse (Hall and
[GIBCO BRL], 103U/ml leukemia inhibitory factor [LIF, GIBCO BRL],Sanes, 1993). Consistent with this hypothesis is the fact
and 0.001% b-mercaptoethanol [Sigma, tissue culture grade]). Se-that laminin clustering on myotubules is MuSK indepen- lection was carried out in ES-GM 1 1.0 mg/ml active G418 (GIBCO

dent (Sugiyama et al., 1997), whereas neuromuscular BRL). After selection, surviving colonies were picked, expanded,
junction formation is clearly MuSK dependent (DeChiara and analyzed by Southern blotting. We screened HindIII-digested
et al., 1996). Cohen has proposed that laminin self- DNA samples using a HindIII-PstI fragment from intron 1 of the

mouse DG gene as a probe. From this screen, we identified oneassembly, through the short-arm domains of laminin, is
DG2/2 clone from TD354 (354.B11) and one DG2/2 clone from TD556a driving force for DG-mediated clustering of laminin on
(556.E5). Most of the data presented is from 354.B11. DG1/2 linesmuscle cells (Cohen et al., 1997). This mechanism might
surviving selection were used as controls for subsequent experi-

hold for the laminin clustering that we see on ES cells. ments. For wild-type controls we passed the parental R1 ES cells
One possibility is that DG simply concentrates laminin (Nagy et al., 1993) off of feeders. All cells lines were used for experi-
on the cell surface, facilitating its self-assembly reaction ments between 1–7 passages after removal from the feeders. We
and explaining why we see DG-dependent laminin clus- prepared embryoid bodies by plating 5 3 105 ES cells in 60 mm

bacteriological grade plastic dishes (Fisher) in ES-GM without LIF.tering at laminin-1 concentrations approximately two
We changed this medium after 2 days and after 4 days, replacedorders of magnitude lower than the critical concentra-
the medium with DMEM 1 10% heat-inactivated FBS and 2 mMtion for laminin-1 self-assembly in vitro. However, other
L-glutamine, then changed the medium daily until 10 days, at which

evidence suggests that the clustering mechanism is time we analyzed the embryoid bodies.
more complex. For instance, laminin isoforms that lack
one or more short arm domains, such as laminin-5, Antibodies and Protein Analysis
neither self-assemble nor do they coassemble with We used the following specific primary antibodies: mAb 8D5 against
assembly-competent laminin isoforms (Cheng et al., b-DG (Novocastra), affinity-purified rabbit pAb #83 against b-DG
1997), despite being localized to basement membranes. (Williamson et al., 1997), mAb IIH6-C4 against a-DG (Ervasti and

Campbell, 1991), rabbit pAb #317 against the laminin a1 G domainsMoreover, a laminin self-assembly mechanism alone
(Durbeej et al., 1996), goat pAb (1340–01) against collagen a1,2(IV)does not easily explain the linear and patterned arrays
(Southern Biotechnology Associates), rat mAb MAB1948 againstof laminin-1 that develop on ES cells over time (M. D. H.,
perlecan (Chemicon), rabbit pAb against human fibronectin (Wen-

unpublished results). Therefore, by way of analogy to nerberg et al., 1996), pAb against Pem (Lin et al., 1994), mAb CH1
integrin-mediated fibronectin assembly (Wu et al., 1995; against cardiac tropomyosin (Lin et al., 1985). Western blotting of
Zhang et al., 1997), receptor ligation may engage cy- embryoid body and ES cell extracts was accomplished as described
toskeletal changes and induce intracellular signaling (Ervasti and Campbell, 1991) except that chemiluminescent detec-

tion of secondary antibodies was used. For immunohistochemistrythat feeds back on the assembly process. DG’s connec-
of embryoid bodies, we collected 10 day cultures, fixed them 15–30tion to the actin cytoskeleton through dystrophin-related
min in 4% paraformaldehyde and dehydrated, cleared, and embed-molecules (Ervasti and Campbell, 1993), and interaction
ded them in paraffin. We then cut 7 mm sections on a rotary micro-

with known mediators of signal transduction (Yang et al., tome, affixed the sections to slides, and deparaffinized and rehy-
1995) provide possible pathways to these mechanisms. drated them before staining. Hematoxylin/eosin, periodic acid-Schiff,

In conclusion, we show the following: (1) DG is re- and b-galactosidase staining were performed according to standard
protocols. For immunostaining, we blocked nonspecific binding withquired for the formation of the subendodermal basement
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PBS 1 1% BSA for 1 hr and incubated the sections overnight in culture media and reagents; Lydia Sorokin (University of Erlangen),
Carol MacLeod (UC-San Diego), Jim Lin (University of Iowa), andappropriately diluted antibody solutions. Primary antibodies were

detected with fluorescently tagged secondary antibodies (Jackson Staffan Johannsen (Uppsala University) for antibodies; and Frank
Solomon, Jeanne Snyder, and members of the Campbell laboratory,Immunoresearch). For the laminin clustering assay, we first plated

ES cells onto coverslips coated with 5 mg/cm2 human fibronectin especially Madeleine Durbeej and Connie Lebakken, for critical
reading of the manuscript and helpful discussions. M. D. H. was(Collaborative Biomedical Products), which promoted cell spread-

ing. After plating and overnight incubation, we replaced the culture supported by an Iowa Cardiovascular Interdisciplinary Research
Fellowship (HL07121) and a National Research Service Awardmedium with ES-GM containing varying concentrations of mouse

laminin-1 (Collaborative Biomedical Products) and incubated them (DK09712). K. P. C. is an Investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute.overnight. After incubation, coverslips were fixed in 4% paraformal-

dehyde in PBS for 15 min and washed and stained as described
above. For all double-label immunofluorescence experiments, we
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